Gateway To Sedona Launches Live Views of the Sedona Red Rock Scenic Byway
Saturday, 21 November 2015

Sedona, AZ: On Nov 20, 2015, Gateway To Sedona turned on its top-of-the-line, state-of-the-art tourism camera trained on the
Sedona Red Rock Scenic Byway, giving would-be visitors to Sedona a new, bird’s eye view of traffic conditions on one of the most
heavily traveled routes into Sedona, Arizona, otherwise known as “Red Rock Country.”
In addition to the geologic wonders hugging the Scenic Byway as it winds its way into the heart of Sedona, by looking at the live,
streaming camera images, one can quickly assess the best route to Sedona during its busiest times.
Spring and fall often find Sedona packed with tourists, especially during special events such as the ever-growing and popular festivals
held at Tlaquepaque and in Uptown Sedona. Traffic into Sedona can be quite heavy during these times, often riddled with clogs and
backups. A glance at the cars moving down the Sedona Scenic Byway will quickly inform one of any potential delays.
Other routes into Sedona (from Interstate 17) include State Route 89A through Oak Creek Canyon (one lane either way, but an
unforgettable scenic drive) and Route 260 through Cottonwood and onto two-lane State Route 89A, the Western Gateway to Sedona.
Victoria Oldham, co-owner of Gateway To Sedona, adds, “This is the best robotic tourism camera available, and much like the one
used on the Space Needle in Seattle or Times Square in New York City. It will not only show real-time traffic and weather, but also the
sunrises and sunsets, which can be beyond belief in this part of Sedona. Would-be visitors will also have a good impression of the real
Sedona because this area is more like the surrounding wilderness, and not as congested with homes and businesses.”
In addition to the Sedona Scenic Byway (SR 179), more than ten major red rock formations are visible in this webcam, including
Elephant Rock and the Saddle (close up), Cathedral Rock, Mingus Mountain (7,815 ft elevation), Sedona Airport Mesa, Sedona
Airport Vortex, Thunder Mountain, Wilson Mountain, Finn Rock, red rock formations stretching toward Uptown Sedona, and a variety
of beautiful spires lining the Mogollon Rim. Early mornings often show colorful hot air balloons rising and decending over Airport Mesa
and Cathedral Rock. There is also a view of the greenbelt along Oak Creek, and in autumn, viewers can enjoy the beauty of changing
autumn leaves.

